Vibro hand seeder
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Five easy step for seeding
1. Remove the threaded cap opposite the spatula and to the rear of the controls.
2. Carefully connect a 9 volt battery and insert it into the seeder body and replace the cap.
3. Place the seed into the spatula taking care not to over fill it. The seeder operates more efficiently when
clumping of seed is minimized and the seed is evenly distributed over the length of the spatula.
4. Hold the seeder level over the flat or plug tray to be filled, depress the switch with your thumb or index
finger and hold firmy. Turn the speed control, adjusting until the seed is moving slowly of the tip of the
spatula. The speed can also be controlled by tilting the seeder forward or backward.
5. Singulation can be achieved by favoring the left side of the spatula where at the tip there are a series
of dimples protruding into the spatula surface. These dimples help slow the seeds flow off of the tip
and also works the seed around these small obstacles to control the seed flow. Favoring the right side
of the spatula allows for free flow of seed allowing form multiple seeds falling off the spatula tip.
Note : If dampness causes the seed to stick, wipe the spatula inside and out with rubbing alcohol.
Battery : For maximum performance of your seeder, use alkaline batteries and store in a dry location when
not being used.

Warranty : The vibro hand seeder has a limited 60 days warranty from date of purchase. The
warranty is void if the spatula is pulled from the body or if the seeder is dropped or otherwise
mishandled. Defective units must be returned with proof of purchase date before a
replacement is issued.

